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Scope and sequence
Unit Topic Reading context Vocabulary Function
1 General tools Company manual tool kit, side cutters, long nose (needle nose) pliers, Stating a
diagonal cutters, end cutting pliers, wire strippers, preference
screwdriver, flashlight, utility knife, measuring tape
2 More tools Web forum allen wrench, torque wrench, tool belt, electrical tape, Asking for
duct tape, hammer, nut driver, crimper, socket wrench, something
hacksaw, Phillips screwdriver
3 Power tools - Catalog page drill, drill bit, spade bit, auger bit, wood auger, hole saw Stating an
drills and saws bit, twist bit, circular saw, reciprocating saw, jigsaw opinion
4 Specialized Company conduit bender, fish tape, multimeter, plug-in analyzer, Thanking
tools webpage stepped drill bit, level, labeling machine, lineman's someone
pliers, hammer drill, stud punch, masonry drill bit
5 Materials Trade magazine mortar, stone, block, brick, wood , plywood, steel, Asking for
article concrete, drywall, copper, rotary drill, rotary hammer, advice
cement, plaster
6 Safety Safety poster safety glasses, steel toe boots, leather gloves, electrical Getting
hot gloves, rubber mat, arc shield, hard hat, hot stick, arc someone's
flash blanket, arc flash clothing, electric shock attention
7 Actions Occupational lift, stand, climb, stoop, kneel, turn on, turn off, split, Asking for
manual grab, release information
8 More actions DIY instructions push, pull, connect, install, bind, test, twist, strip, splice, Giving
inspect instructions
9 Numbers Chart is, equal, come to, and, plus, add, minus, less, subtract, Talking about
times, multiplied by, divided by, over, eighth, hundred calculations
10 Measurements Magazine article imperial, metric, round off, inch, centimeter, foot, yard, Pointing out a
millimeter, meter, degree, Celsius, Fahrenheit, convert, mistake
caliper, micrometer
11 Elements of College course voltage, current, resistance, electron, AC, DC, volt, Asking for
electricity catalog ampere, ohm, watt clarification
12 Electrical Safety pamphlet electrocution, burn, shock, static electricity, live wire, Giving
safety lockout/tagout procedure, paralyze, hazard, risk, commands
de-energize
13 Types of wires Magazine article knob and tube (K& T) wir.ing, armored cable (AC), Checking for
metalclad (MC) cable, nonmetallic sheath (NM) cable, understanding
underground feeder (UF) cable, service entrance (SE)
cable, conductor, insulated, jacket, replace
14 Wire codes Cheat sheet code, diameter, ought, gauge, embossed, sheath, Asking for
maximum, rating, resistant, location repetition
15 Wire Store webpage twist-on connector, winged connector, grounding Offering help
connectors connector, crimp-on connector, underground
connector, waterproof connector, push-in connector,
thermoplastic, shell, spring
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General tools
Get ready!
0 Before you read the passage, talk about
these questions.
1 How could some of the tools in the pictures
be useful for electricians?
2 Why is it important to have a well-equipped
tool kit?
Reading
f) Read the page from the company manual.
Then, mark the following statements as
true (T) or false (F).
1 _ Employees can buy the tools at hardware
stores.
2 _ Side cutters and diagonal cutters are
needed in the tool kit.
3 _ Wire strippers are used for cutting and
pulling wire.
Vocabulary
8 Write a word that is similar in meaning to
the underlined part.
1 Jack forgot his pliers that are only used for
1kttbot
Electrical Services
cutting wire at the job site.
__ a __ n __ c_t __ r_
2 A small. battery operated light is good for
seeing in dark spaces. _ I __ h _ _ g __
3 Mary used a tool with a thin, sharp slanted
blade to cut open the box.
_t ___ t ____ f_
section 2.1 Tools Needed
4 The electrician bought a tool used for pulling
All employees of Talbot Electrical Services will
out staples for his kit.
bring their own tool kits. Tool kits need to contain _n _ _ _ t ____ p __ e __
the basic tools needed for electrical jobs. These
basic tools are sold at most hardware stores.
0 Match the words (1-6) with the definitions
Pliers are needed for pulling and cutting wires. (A-F).
Your kit needs to include long nose pliers and
end cutting pliers. Side cutters and diagonal 1 _ tool kit 4 _ long nose pliers
cutters are recommended. 2 _ side cutters 5 _ measuring tape
You must have wire strippers in your kit. Make 3 _ screwdriver 6 _ wire stripper
sure they are able to strip the most common wires.
A a tool with blades able to grip or cut wires
You will also need several types of screwdrivers
on the job. B a tool used to tighten or loosen screws
C a tool for cutting, twisting or pulling wires
A flashlight, measuring tape and utility knife
will round out your kit. D a tool used to pull the covering off of wires
E a tool used for finding the length of an object
F a bag or box used to hold a set of tools
vk.com/englishlibrary
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0 g Listen and read the page Speaking
from the company manual
again. Which tools are
0 With a partner, act out the roles below based on Task
7. Then switch roles.
recommended for the tool kit?
USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS:
Listening I have to buy some ...
I like to use ...
0 g Listen to a conversation
between two electricians. Maybe I'll go with ...
Check (.f) the tools that are
mentioned by the electricians.
Student A: You are a new electrician. Talk to Student B about:
1 0 screwdrivers
• what tools you need to buy
2 0 side cutters
• what kind of tools he or she uses
3 0 flashlight
• what you've heard from others about tool brands
4 0 diagonal cutters
5 0 wire strippers
Student 8: You are an experienced electrician. Talk to
0 g Listen again and complete Student A about tools.
the conversation.
Old Electrician: How's your
1_ _ _ _ Writing
going? 0 Use the conversation from Task 8 to fill out the new
New Electrician: Not bad. I have to electrician's notes about tools.
buy some tools.
Old Electrician: An2 _ _ _ _
are important. What
do you need?
New Electrician: I need some wire
strippers and
3
What kind do you
use?
Old Electrician: I like to use tools
4 ____ Patton.
New Electrician: Really? I heard
Berkley tools are
better.
Old Electrician: I .had a pair of
Berkley diagonal
Tools Needed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
cutters that broke
after one day. I Brands of Tools: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _
s ____ their
tools after that. Information on Brands: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
New Electrician: Maybe 6
Patton tools, then.
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More tools
Get ready!
0 Before you read the passage, talk about
these questions.
I have the basic stuff I need .
1 What tools usually come in a range of sizes (hammer, Phillips s . to go on Jobs
2 What else might electricians keep in their tool etc.). What else do I c:eewdd~1vers, tool belt,
e in my too/ kit?
kits besides actual tools?
Reading You need wrenche f ·
alien wrenches s~ct td1fferent things. I'd get
f) Read the web forum. Then, choose the
torque wrench~s e wrenches, and
correct answers. and duct tap f . Also, get electrical tape
e or your kit.
1 What is the webpage mostly about?
A the best tool kits to buy
B the tools electricians need My too/ kit has a hacksa .
C the different types of wrenches crimpers in it I don't wh nut drivers, and
theVre there if I need~~=~! em a lot. But
D the kinds of tape electricians use
2 What advice is NewGuy12 looking tor?
A which basic tools he needs for jobs Thanks for the advicer G .
. o1ng to the store now.
B which tool brand works the best
C which additional tools he needs
D which tools do not get used much
3 Which is NOT in NewGuy12's tool kit yet?
A tool belt C hacksaw
B hammer D Phillips screwdriver
Vocabulary
E) Choose the sentence that uses the
underlined part correctly.
1 A John put the tool belt around his waist.
B A crimper can easily cut through metal.
2 A I used an alien wrench to hit the nail.
B Sam covered the wires with electrical tape.
3 A I need a torque wrench to tighten the
loose bolt.
The wires need to be cut by a hacksaw.
vk.com/englishlibrary
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0 Match the words (1-8) with the definitions (A-H). Speaking
1 crimper 5 _ duct tape 0 With a partner, act out the
2 hacksaw 6 _ nut driver roles below based on Task 7.
Then switch roles.
3 hammer 7 _ socket wrench
4 alien wrench 8 _ Phillips screwdriver USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS:
Looks like I need ...
A tool with a thin blade that cuts through metal
Give me .. .
B tool used to tighten bolts
I left it in ...
C tool used for tightening nuts
D kind of tape made of mesh used on air ducts
E a tool with a metal top used for hitting nails Student A: You are an electrician.
F tool used to tighten screws with a cross head Talk to Student B about:
G tool used for pushing connectors around bare wires • what tool you need
H a tooLwith a six-sided head used for tightening screws or bolts • why the tool won't work
• where you left your tool kit
0 " Listen and read the web forum again. Why does
MasterElectrican suggest several kinds of wrenches? Student B: You are an electrician.
Talk to Student A about what he
Listening or she needs from you.
0 " Listen to a conversation between two electricians.
Mark the following statements as true (T) or false (F).
1 _ The woman needs a socket wrench.
Writing
2 _ The man's wrenches are too small. 0 Use the conversation from
3 _ The man left his tool kit in the truck. Task 8 to fill out the
electrician's shopping list for
what he needs to get for his
0 " Listen again and complete the conversation.
tool kit.
Electrician 1: Looks like I need an alien wrench to 1 _ __
___ ___ ___ . Hand me one.
Electrician 2: Okay. I have some in my 2 . Here
you go.
Electrician 1: It isn't the right size. 3 ______ a bigger one.
Electrician 2: That's the biggest one I have. Tools Needed: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Electrician 1: You need to get more wrenches for your tool kit. I
have one that's the right size in mine. I left it
4 , though.
Why: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Electrician 2: Do you want me to 5 _________ ?
Electrician 1: Yes, please. I really need an 6 ______
Electrician 2: All right. I'll be back in a minute.
vk.com/englishlibrary 7
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Power tools - drills and saws
All electricians need a high-quality drill. Along
with it, they need lots of drill bits. The
Electrician's Drill Bit Kit has everything you
need. It contains several spade bits. These bits
are perfect for most jobs. For other jobs, the kit
has auger bits, hole saw bits and wood
augers. Also included are twelve twist bits.
This set includes three saws all electricians
should have. The tough circular saw cuts
through anything! The powerful reciprocating
saw comes with five blades. Finally, the jigsaw
is perfect for cutting.
Vocabulary
8 Read the sentence pair. Choose where the
Get ready! words best fit the blanks.
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 1 circular saw I reciprocating saw
these questions.
A I need to change the blade on the
1 Why are power tools useful to have?
2 Why do power tools come with different B The round blade fits on the _ _ _ __
attachments?
2 twist bit I wood auger
A Use the to make a hole in
Reading the cupboard.
f) Read the page from the catalog. Then, B A can be used on a variety
mark the following statements as true (T) of materials.
or false (F).
3 spade bit I auger bit
1 _ The drill bit kit comes with a drill.
A The sharp point of the _ _ _ will work
2 _ One spade bit is included with the set. best.
3 _ The jigsaw works best for straight lines. B I need the longest _ _ _ that is in the kit.
8
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0 Match the words (1-4) with the definitions (A-D). Speaking
1 _ drill 3 _ hole saw bit (i) With a partner, act out the
2 _ jigsaw 4 _ drill bit roles below based on Task 7.
Then switch roles.
A the sharp end of a drill used to make holes
USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS:
B a metal tube-shaped drill bit with sharp edges used to cut rings
I need to ...
C a saw with a thin blade that cuts straight and rounded edges
I think /'II use ...
D a tool that makes holes in different materials
In my opinion .. .
0 " Listen and read the page from the catalog again.
Why should an electrician buy the kits? Student A: You are an electrician.
Talk to Student B about:
Listening • what you need to do
0 " Listen to a conversation between two electricians. • what drill bit you want to use
Choose the correct answers. • what drill bit he or she
would use
1 What is the conversation mostly about?
A what size the hole needs to be
Student B: You are an electrician.
B what to use to make a hole
Talk to Student A about drill bits.
C where the hole needs to be made
D how to run wires through the hole
2 What will the woman likely do next? Writing
A run the wires C find the spade bit
B smooth the hole D get the wood auger
0 Use the conversation from
Task 8 to fill out the
electrician's work order.
f) " Listen again and complete the conversation.
Electrician 1: I need to 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ for the
r wires.
Electrician 2: Okay. What 2 _ _ _ _ _ _ do you want to use?
Electrician 1: I think I'll use a 3 _ _ _ _ __
Electrician 2: Really? That's not what I'd use.
Electrician 1: What would you use then?
Electrician 2: 4 , a wood auger is better.
Electrician 1: Why is that? Sam's Electrical Service
Electrician 2: The wood auger makes a smoother hole. It's
5 the wires through it.
Electrician 1: I see 6 _ _ _ _ _ _ . I'll use the wood auger
instead.
What Needs to be Done: _ _ _ __
Tools to be Used: _ _ _ _ _ __
vk.com/englishlibrary 9
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Specialized tools
Get ready!
0 Before you read the passage, talk about
these questions.
1 Which specialized tools in the pictures do you
consider most helpful?
2 What can an electrician do if he/she doesn't
Zap Tools has the best selection and lowest
have a specialized tool?
prices on everything electricians need.
We carry specialized tools such as conduit Reading
benders, levels, fish tapes and stud punches. f) Read the company webpage. Then,
We also have the largest selection of lineman's complete the table using information from
pliers on the Internet. the webpage.
Be sure to check out our power tools too. We Category Tools
have saws and drills, including hammer drills.
1 Specialized
To go with the drills, we have specialized drill
bits. We have the toughest brands of stepped 2 Power
drill bits and masonry drill bits. 3 Electronic
We also sell electronic equipment for electricians.
We have multimeters, plug in analyzers and Vocabulary
labeling machines.
8 Fill in the blanks with the words and
phrases from the word bank.
yjo[~ ANK
fish tape level multimeter
hammer drill labeling machine
1 We used a _ _ _ _ _ _ to keep track of
the wire connections.
2 The _ _ __ _ _ showed the wire had a
lot of voltage.
3 The wires were put behind the wall using a
4 Kate used a to make sure
the picture was straight.
5 The broke through the
concrete quickly.
~·•_e_I---~~-
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Q Read the sentence pair. Choose where the words best Speaking
fit the blanks.
0 With a partner, act out the
1 lineman's pliers I stud punch roles below based on Task 7.
A Sam used a on the wall. Then switch roles.
B are good for cutting wires. USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS:
2 stepped drill bit I masonry drill bit How can I help .. .
A I need a to drill through the metal.
I'd like to order ...
B A _ _ _ _ _ will make a hole in the concrete. I need to be able to ...
3 plug-in analyzer I conduit bender
A The indicates there are some loose wires. Student A: You are an electrician.
Talk to Student B about:
B Mark the conduit before you use the on it.
• what you want to order
0 g Listen and read the company webpage again. What • what you need to do
are some electronic tools electricians use? • how many items you want
to order and price
Listening
0 g Listen to a conversation between an employee and Student B: You are an
a customer. Mark the following statements as true (T) employee at ZapTools. Talk to
or false (F). Student A about his or her order.
1 _ The man wants to order a hammer drill.
2 _ The woman suggests masonry drill bits.
3 _ The man orders several different items. Writing
f) g Listen again and complete the conversation.
0 Use the conversation from
Task 8 to fill out the order
form.
! Employee: Thank you for calling ZapTools. How can
1 ?
Customer: Hi, I'd like to order some drill bits for my 2 _ __
Employee: All right. What kind are you looking for?
Customer: Well, I need to be able to drill 3 _ _ _ _ __ Item Ordered: _ _ __ __ __ _
Employee: It sounds like you need some 4 _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ . They're $11 each. Price per Item: _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Customer: Great. I'd like 5 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Number Ordered: _ _ _ _ _ __
Employee: All right. Can I do anything else for you?
Customer: No, that's it. I 6 _ __ _ _ _ _ __
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Materials
CHOOSING 1HE
RIGH1 ORILL
FOR1HEJ08
Most jobs can be done using
a simple rotary drill. It can
be used for wood and
plywood. It can also be
used for drywall, plaster,
~==~::;=:$~~11 copper and steel. Of
course, you need to have
.........-"""-.
the right drill bits too.
What about for harder
materials like brick and
Eii~l'!!I-...;:~· concrete? A hammer drill
.....--..~ works well for blocks, brick,
mortar and stone. A rotary
hammer works best for
materials like concrete and
cement.
sometimes the terms
hammer drill and rotary
hammer are used to mean
the same tool. However, a
hammer drill chips away at
the material. A rotary
hammer pounds away at it
to make a hole.
Get ready!
0 Before you read the passage, talk about
these questions. Vocabulary
1 What are some materials electricians work f) Write a word that is similar in meaning to
with on the job? the underlined part.
2 What are some tools electricians might need 1 The substance that comes from trees was rotting.
to work with those materials? _o_d
2 Reddish brown metal pipes are often found in
Reading old homes.
__ p_e_
f) Read the trade magazine article. Then,
complete the table using information from 3 The ceiling was covered in a thin coat of a
the article. mixture of lime. sand and water.
p __ s __ r
Drill Type Material 4 I tried drilling the mixture used to hold bricks
or stones together but the drill bit broke.
Rotary drill 1 __ r __ r
Hammer drill 2 5 The workers used a mixture of ground limestone
and clay for the outside of the building.
Rotary hammer 3 c ___ n_
12
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0 Match the words (1-7) with the definitions (A-G). Speaking
1 _ block 4 _ brick 7 _ concrete 0 With a partner, act out the
2 _ stone 5 _ plywood roles below based on Task 7.
Then switch roles.
3 _ steel 6 _ drywall
USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS:
A a board made of plaster and covered in paper
I'm not sure ...
B a metal that is made from combining iron and carbon
You don't want to use ...
C a piece of material that is solid with flat surfaces on each side
Hammer drills are better for ...
D a board made of thin layers of wood glued together
E a hard material made with cement, small stones, sand and water
F a block of clay that is baked until it is hard Student A: You are a new
G the hard substance rocks are made from electrician. Talk to Student B
about:
0 g Listen and read the trade magazine article again. • what you need to drill through
w
What is the difference between a rotary hammer and a • which drilt you should use
hammer drill? • whether you have the right drill
Listening Student B: You are an
0 g Listen to a conversation between an experienced experienced electrician. Talk to
Student A about what he or she
and a new electrician. Mark the following statements
as true (T) or false (F). needs to do.
1 _ The floor is made of cement.
2 _ The man needs a rotary hammer.
3 _ The woman lends the man a tool.
Writing
0 Use the conversation from
f) g Listen again and complete the conversation. Task 8 to fill out the
electrician's notes about what
Experienced Electrician: You 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ to use to drill through the floor.
through this concrete floor.
New Electrician: I'm not sure what to use, though. Can
you help me 2 ______
___ ?
Experienced Electrician: Well, you don't want to use a regular
3 on concrete.
New Electrician: So, I need a 4 _ __ ___ or
rotary hammer, then.
Experienced Electrician: You're on the right track. Type of Material to be Drilled: _ __
New Electrician: Hammer drills are better for 5 _ __
_ _ _ __ _ , right?
Experienced Electrician: Yes. So, what do you need? Possible Drills to Use: _ _ _ _ __
New Electrician: I need to use a rotary hammer. But I
don't have one in my 6 _ __
Which Drill to Use and Why: _ _ __
Experienced Electrician: You can borrow mine.
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Safety
0 Before you read the passage,
talk about these questions.
1 What are some of the dangers
of working on the job?
Working with electrical wiring is often dangerous. The proper
2 What are some things electricians
safety equipment can save your life. Remember these tips:
can wear to stay safe?
1 Always protect your head, eyes, hands and feet. Never work
without wearing the following items: Reading
a A hard hat f) Read the safety poster. Then,
b A pair of leather gloves mark the following statements
c Steel toe boots as true (T) or (F).
d Safety glasses 1 _ Safety glasses should be
worn if needed.
2 On the job, there is sometimes danger of electric shock or
explosion. In these cases, dress properly. Wear the following: 2 _ Arc flash clothing helps if
there is an explosion.
a An arc shield
3 _ Hold a hot stick when
b Arc flash clothing
working with dead wires.
c Electrical hot gloves
3 When working with live wires, be extra careful. Protect Vocabulary
yourself from shocks. Use an arc flash blanket and stand 8 Choose the sentence that uses
on a rubber mat. Finally, hold onto a hot stick. the underlined part correctly.
1 A James put on leather gloves
before picking up the
hammer.
B The electrician stood on the
arc shield while working.
2 A Steel toe boots protect your
feet if something falls on
them.
B A hot stick is worn when
working with electricity.
3 A Oliver held on to the
electrical hot gloves while
touching the wire.
B Marie put a hard hat on her
head before entering the
building.
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0 Match the words (1-7) with the definitions (A-G). Speaking
1 _ arc shield 5 _ electrical hot gloves 0 With a partner, act out the
2 _ rubber mat 6 _ arc flash blanket roles below based on Task 7.
Then switch roles.
3 _ hot stick 7 _ arc flash clothing
4 _ safety glasses USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS:
Watch out!
A clear glasses that are made of thick plastic
What's wrong?
B a blanket used to protect from explosions or shock
You're not wearing ...
C a fiberglass rod that protects from shocks
D gloves made of rubber that protect from shocks
E a mat made of rubber that electricians stand on Student A You are an electrician.
F pants, shirts, jackets, and shoes designed to protect from Talk to Student B about:
shocks or explosions • being careful
G a protective plastic shield for the eyes and face • possible dangers of cutting
live wires
0 g Listen and read the safety poster again. What items • what safety equipment to use
should you always wear? Why should you wear them?
Student 8: You are an electrician.
Listening Talk to Student A about what you
0 g Listen to a conversation between two electricians. need to do to stay safe.
Choose the correct answers.
1 What is the conversation mostly about?
A cutting a live wire correctly Writing
B wearing the right safety gear 0 Use the conversation from Task
C watching out for co-workers 8 to fill out the safety report.
D treating electrical injuries
2 What should the woman be wearing? Safety Report
A arc shield C steel toe boots
B electrical hot gloves D arc flash blanket Job# 2651
f) g Listen again and complete the conversation.
Electrician(s): _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Electrician 1: Hey, Alice! 1 ______ !Stop!
Electrician 2: What's wrong, Jake?
Problem: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Electrician 1: Be careful. You were going to 2 ___ ___
Electrician 2: I know. I wanted to cut it.
Electrician 1: But that's a 3 _ _ _ _ _ _ .And you're not
wearing an arc shield! Action Taken: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Electrician 2: Do you really think I need one?
Electrician 1: Definitely! There might be an 4 ______
You could burn your eyes or face.
Electrician 2: I didn't 5 . I'll put one on.
Thanks!
Electrician 1: Use an 6 _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ too - just in case!
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Actions
I
Electrician
Occupational Outlook
The job of an electrician involves putting in and
maintaining electrical power systems. This is done in
homes and businesses.
The work of an electrician is occasionally demanding.
Electricians must lift heavy objects and climb ladders.
The work may require them to bend, stand, kneel, or
stoop down low for long periods.
To be successful, electricians need to work fast. In
order to grab and release tools quickly, they wear
a tool belt. To prevent electric shock, electricians i.-~~~~~~~~~
usually turn off the power source before
working. They turn on the power when
they are done. Electricians also use
sharp tools to split wires.
( turn on)
Vocabulary
E) Match the words (1-5) with the
Get ready! definitions (A-E).
0 Before you read the passage, talk about these questions. 1 - lift 4 _turn on
1 What are some actions an electrician performs on the job? 2 _ stand 5 _ release
2 How can electricians minimize bodily strain when working? 3 _ stoop
A to stop holding something
Reading
B to be in a vertical position
f) Read the occupational manual. Then, mark the
following statements as true (T) or false (F). C to make something work by
giving it power
1 _ Electricians are expected to work quickly.
D to move something up to a
2 _ Electricians must wear helmets to work. higher place
3 _ Electricians work in homes and businesses. E to bend forward while standing up
16
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0 Choose the sentence that uses the underlined part Speaking
correctly.
0 With a partner, act out the
A He released the rope and didn't let go. roles below based on Task 7.
B The electrician climbed the ladder. Then switch roles.
USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS:
2 A She split the check and paid it all herself.
I still have a few questions ...
B He can't lift heavy weights since his accident.
When did you ...
3 A He grabbed the bag and ran away. What is your favorite ...
B I turned on the light so it would be dark.
4 A He stooped to reach the top of the shelf. Student A: You are an intern.
B Please turn off the TV before you leave. Talk to Student B about:
5 A It's hard to stand all day in an uncomfortable chair. • what he or she does each day
B I had to kneel to pick up the papers on the floor. • how long he or she has
done the job
0 " Listen and read the occupational manual again. • the best part of the job for
him or her
How do electricians prevent electric shocks?
Listening Student B: You are an electrician.
Talk to Student A about your job.
0 " Listen to a conversation between an intern and an
electrician. Mark the following statements as true (T)
or false (F).
1 _ The woman started out as an apprentice.
Writing
2 _ The woman loves traveling for her work. 0 Use the conversation from Task
3 _ The woman began working when she was twenty.
8 to fill out the interview notes.
0 " Listen again and complete the conversation.
Intern: I still have a few questions about your job.
What do you do each day?
Electrician: Well, I travel around with my tools and 1 _ __
_ _ _ that people have with their electricity.
Intern: When did you get into the 2 ?
Electrician: About twenty years ago, when I became 3 _ __ Person Interviewed: _ _ _ __
_ __ like you.
Intern: What is your favorite part of this job? How long in the field: _ _ _ __
Electrician: I love the 4 . I like climbing
Best part of the job: _ _ _ __
ladders and lifting objects.
Intern: Wow. The job of 5 sounds difficult
but exciting!
What was your opinion of the job
Electrician: 6 . See you tomorrow!
after the discussion?
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Get ready!
0 Before you read the passage, talk about
these questions.
connect 1 Why do wires need insulation?
l:i-':.
I •'
2 Why should damaged wires be replaced?
Reading
f) Read the instructions for fi xing underground
wires. Then, choose the correct answers.
1 What are the instructions mostly about?
A why it is important to replace wires
B how to fix a damaged wire
C what insulation is made out of
D how to inspect an electric circuit
2 Why should the electricity be switched off?
A to make sure the wires aren't damaged
B to avoid getting shocked by the wires
C to make it easier to find the wires
D to check that the wires are connected
3 What is the last step in the instructions?
A strip the insulation from the wires
B inspect the underground wires
C install waterproof insulation
D turn on the electricity again
Do-it-Yourself:
Fixing Underground Wires
Fixing underground wires sounds difficult. But it's
actually simple. You just need to splice some wires.
To begin, switch off the electric ity. Accidental shocks
are always a risk when working with electricity. Next,
test the electricity to make sure it is off. Push a button
on the same circuit. If it is safe, dig into the ground.
Inspect the wires, and find the damaged part. Cut it
off. Next, strip the insulation off the wires. Twist the
ends of the wires together. Then, pull on them to
make sure they are joined. If they are, bind the ends
together with tape. After that, instal I waterproof
insulation plastic covering on the wires. Then connect
the electricity.
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